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ABSTRACT
A new Reissner-Mindlin plate formulation based on a quadratic NURBS-based 

isogeometric is presented. In order to avoid the transverse shear locking and to improve 
the accuracy of the present formulation, the quadratic NURBS-based isogeometric is 
incorporated with the Mixed Interpolation of Tensorial Components (MITC) technique to 
give a so-called quadratic NURBS-based isogeometric Mixed Interpolation of Tensorial 
Components method (Nurbs-MITC9). Numerical results of the proposed formulation 
show excellent performance compared to other available approaches.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Reissner–Mindlin (R-M) plate 

model is written in terms of the out-of-
plane displacement and the rotation to 
the mid-plane. The R-M model is widely 
utilized for the thin and thick plates/shells. 
It allows the use of simple approximations 
of transverse displacement and rotation to 
the mid plane. Commonly, the R-M plate 
model usually is subjected to so-called 
shear locking phenomenon when the plate 
becomes very thin (the thickness of plate 
tends to zero). The mixed formulation is 
in general often used to overcome this 
drawback. In this formulation, a new 
independent variable is additionally 
introduced into the shear strain. It is 
suitably approximated correspond to some 
properties of reduction operator [1, 2]. 

In development of advanced 
computational methodologies, Hughes et 
al. [3] have recently proposed a NURBS-
based isogeometric analysis to bridge the 
gap between Computer Aided Design 

(CAD) and Finite Element Analysis 
(FEA). Isogeometric analysis is thus 
very promising because it can directly 
use Non-Uniform Rational B-splines 
(NURBS) to describe both exact geometry 
and approximate solution. For structural 
mechanics, isogeometric analysis has 
been extensively studied for nearly 
incompressible linear and non-linear 
elasticity and plasticity problem [4], 
structural vibrations [5], the Reissner-
Mindlin plate/shell [6, 7], Kirchhoff-Love 
shell [8, 9, 10] and  the large deformation 
with rotation-free [11], etc. 

In this paper, we propose a new 
mixed quadratic Nurbs-based isogeometric 
method for the R-M plate. The idea is 
that the shear strains are approximated 
by independent interpolation functions 
in natural coordinates while the bending 
strains still remain as the classical 
formulation. The present method is 
locking-free and improves the accuracy 
of solutions compared to the classical 
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quadratic Nurbs-based isogeometric. In 
this study, we focus on the Nurbs-MITC9 
element for the static analysis of isotropic 
R-M plates. 

The paper is arranged as follows: 
a brief of the B-spline and NURBS 
surface is described in section 2. Section 
3 presents an isogeometric approximation 
for Reissner-Mindlin plates. Several 

numerical examples are illustrated in 
section 4. Finally we close our paper with 
some concluding remarks.

2. NURBS - BASED ISOGEOMET-
RIC ANALYSIS FUNDAMENTALS

2.1. Knot Vectors and Basis Functions
In one-dimensional problems, a knot 

vector Ξ is the set of coordinates in the 
parametric space as

(1)

where p, n are the order of the 
B-Spline and the number of basis functions 
associated with control points, respectively. 
The interval [ξ1  ξ n+p+1] is called a patch. 

Given a knot vector, the B-spline basis 
functions Ni,p(ξ ) of order p = 0 are defined 
recursively on the corresponding knot 
vector as follows

(2)

The basis functions of p>1 are defined by the following recursion formula:

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

2.2. NURBS Surface
The B-spline curve is defined as

where Pi are the control points and 
Ni,p (ξ ) is the pth-degree B-spline basis 
function defined on the open knot vector.

The B-spline surfaces are defined 
by the tensor product of basis functions 

in two parametric dimensions ξ and η 
with two knot vectors Ξ ={ξ1,ξ2...,ξn+p+1}
and H ={η1,η2...,ηm+q+1} are expressed 
as follows:

where Pi,j is the bidirectional control 
net, Ni,p(ξ) and Mj,q(η) are the B-spline 
basis functions defined on the knot vectors 

over an n×m net of control points Pi,j. Eq. 
(5) is rewritten in the same form as the 
finite element method
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where NA(ξ,η) = Ni,p(ξ)Mj,q(η) is the 
shape function associated with node A. 

Similar to B-Splines, a NURBS 
surface is defined as

(7)

where  and wA are 
the rational basis functions and  the weight 
functions, respectively. 

3. THE qUADRATIC NURBS-
BASED ISOGEOMETRIC FORMU-
LATION FOR PLATES

Let w,  be the transverse 
displacement of the mid-plane, the 
rotations in the y-z and x-z planes, 
respectively. The displacements of any 
point in the Reissner-Mindlin (R-M) plates 
can be expressed as [12]:

(8)

(9)

The bending strains through the following equation:

and transverse shear strains are basically defined as

(10)

(11)

A weak form of the static for R-M plates can be briefly expressed as:  

where 

(12),

Using the same NURBS basis functions, the displacement is interpolated as:

(13)

where n×m is the number basis 
functions. RA(ξ,η) and qA=[wA βxA βyA]T

 are 
rational basic functions and the degrees of 
freedom of uh associated to control point 
A, respectively.

The strains in Eq. (9) and (10) 
can be expressed to following nodal 
displacements as:

(14)
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Where, the strain-displacement matrix 
 is calculated with the direct from 

displacement field.

The formulation of a R-M plates can 
then be obtained for static analysis

and (15)

where 

(16)

(17)

where the global stiffness matrix is

(18)

and the force matrix also is written as

where  K,  f and q are the global 
stiffness matrix, the force matrix and the 
displacement matrix, respectively.

In FEM, locking appears in low-order 
elements. Shear locking will disappear for 
the interpolation functions of order 5 or 
higher [13]. Similar to FEM, the quadratic 
NURBS-based elements are still locking 

when the plate becomes very thin. This 
is due to shear affects remaining in the 
stiffness formulation. To overcome this 
drawback, we propose a new formulation 
that relies on independent interpolation 
fields in the natural coordinate system for 
the approximation of the shear strains as 
given in Bathe and Dvorkin [14].

where (19)

where γANS, γDI, J and   are the 
assumed natural strain (ANS) matrix, the 
strain matrix direct calculated from the 
displacement, the Jacobian matrix and the 
interpolation shape functions in the natural 

coordinate at the tying points, respectively. 
To compute the Jacobian determinant of 
mapping from the parent element to the 
physical space as shown Figure 1, J is 
calculated as

(20)
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The Nurbs-MITC9 element uses nine 
tying points k depending on strains. Shape 
functions for the nine-node elements are 
needed for approximating the strains 

at those tying points shown as Figure 2. 
Then, we obtain the displacement – shear 
strain matrix as follows:

Figure 1. The physical element is first bulled back to 
the parametric domain, and then mapping to the parent element.

(21)

The global stiffness matrix from (17) is therefore changed as follows:

(22)

Figure 2. Strain interpolations ,  and tying points of the Nurbs-MITC9.

a=0.861; b=0.557
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4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we illustrate two 

examples for analysis of the isotropic 
R-M plates using Nurbs-MITC9 element. 
The full integration (3x3 integration 
points) is used for this element. A shear 
correction factor of k=5/6 is fixed for all 
computations. To analyze the effectiveness 
of the method, the square and circular 
plates with fully supported and clamped 
boundary conditions are considered.

4.1. Fully clamped square plate 
First, we consider a square plate 

(length L, thickness h) with fully 
clamped boundary conditions, subjected 
to a uniform load p = 1 as shown in 
Figure 3. The material parameters are: 
Young’s modulus E =107, Poisson’s ratio 
ν = 0.3 and the length to thickness ratios 
L/h = 102, 103, 104, 105 and 106. Due to 
symmetry, only the below left quadrant 
of the plate is modeled with 4, 8, 16 
and 32 the quadratic NURBS element. 
The exact displacement and the bending 
moment at center of plate are given by 
Taylor and Auricchio [15] as:

Figure 3. Geometry of square fully-clamped plates.

Figure 4 shows the normalized 
deflection and bending moment of the 
clamped plates with the length to thickness 
ratios L/h = 100. The results of the present 
method are compared with exact solution 
[15]. It can be seen that the solutions of 
the Nurbs-MITC9 converge faster than 
the quadratic Nurbs to the exact solutions. 
Now we illustrate the performance of the 
present element when the plate becomes 
very thin. Theoretically, it is well known 
that the shear effect reduces as the ratio of 
length-thickness (L/h) increases. Hence, 
solutions of Reissner-Mindlin theory will 

approach those of Kirchhoff model. Figure 
5 depicts the central deflection and moment 
of plates with respect to the change of 
ratios L/h using the Nurbs-MITC9 and the 
quadratic Nurbs. It is observed that the 
quadratic Nurbs elements are subjected 
to shear locking in the thin plate limit, 
e.g., L/h ≥ 100. As shown, shear locking 
problem is solved very well corresponding 
to the Nurbs-MITC9 element. It can be 
seen from Figure 5 that the Nurbs-MITC9 
elements perform very well when the plate 
becomes very thin.
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4.2. Circular plates
Let us now consider an isotropic 

circular plate under uniform transverse 
loading. We analyze both the fully-clamped 
and simply-supported cases, respectively. 

4.2.1.  Fully-clamped Case
Let us consider a fully-clamped 

circular plate of radius R = 0.5, as illustrated 
in Figure 6. A rational quadratic basis is used 

to describe a circle. The coarsest mesh, Ξ×H, 
is defined by the knot vectors as follows 
Ξ ={0 0 0 1 1 1}; H ={0 0 0 1 1 1}. The 
exact geometry is represented with a single 
element using 9 control points, as shown 
in Figure 7. The four meshes used in the 
analysis are plotted in Figure 8. The exact 
displacement and bending moment at the 
center of the circular plate are given [16] as:

Figure 4. Center displacement and bending moment 
of square clamped plates with L/t=100.

Figure 5. Center displacement and moment 
of square clamped plates with various L/t ratio.

Normalization solutions are taken 
with respect to the exact displacement and 
the exact bending moment.

Normalized center displacement and 
bending moment of circular fully clamped 
plates with L/t=100 are plotted in Figure 9. 

The Nurbs-MITC9 element is more accurate 
than the quadratic Nurbs element and is 
in very good agreement with the exact 
solution. When the length/thickness ratio 
L/t → ∞, the displacement and bending 
moment of the present method still converge 
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to the exact solution while the quadratic 
Nurbs element exhibits shear locking. 
The convergence of the displacement and 

bending moment of the circular plates 
with various lengths to thickness ratios are 
illustrated as show Figure 10.

x

R

 

Figure 6. Geometry of circular plates.

Figure 7. Mesh and control net for a disk 
of radius R=0.5: (a) coarse mesh and (b) control net.

Figure 8. Meshes produced by h-refinement (knot insertion).
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Figure 9. Normalized center displacement and bending moment 
of circular fully clamped plates with L/t=100.

4.2.2.  Simply-Supported Case
Finally, let’s consider a simply-

supported circle plate of radius R=0.5. The 

exact Kirchhoff solutions for this problem 
are given by [16]:

The center displacement and moment 
of plate are also the normalization. Now 
we illustrate the case of the length/
thickness ratio L/t → ∞. Figure 11 shows 
the convergence of the displacement 
and moment at the center of plate. It is 
again seen that the present method is 
locking-free when the plate becomes 
very thin. The quadratic Nurbs element 
is locking when the thickness of plate 
tends to zeros.

5. CONCLUSION
A new Reissner-Mindlin plate 

formulation based on a quadratic NURBS-
based isogeometric has proposed for static 
analysis of plates. The present element 
is locking-free when the plate becomes 
very thin. The performance of the present 
element is improved compared to the 
original quadratic Nurbs element. The 
results of the proposed method are in 
excellent agreement with the exact solution.

Figure 10. Normalized center displacement and moment 
of circular fully clamped plates with various L/t ratios.
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